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For the past twelve weeks we have worked as a team to develop a brief 
for Tollymore Activity Centre, produced a video and applied ourselves 
towards our client’s needs. Throughout this process we created a solid 
work environment as well as a high standard product that the client is 

proud of.
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pre - proDuCtIon
brieF, manaGement, research, scriPtinG, Production
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Tollymore Activity Centre 
situated in Newcastle 
Co.Down, Surrounded by the 
Mourne Mountains and vast 
shrubbery. 

Tollymore Activity Centre 
opened it’s doors 40 years 
ago and offers courses in:

• Navigation/GPS
• First Aid
• Mountaineering
• Rock Climbing
• Safety rescue
• Duke of Edinborough      
Award
• Kayaking
• Leadership

They’re current demographic 
appeals to the professional 
audience looking to take 
their skills to a higher level 
for employment.

Tollymore Activity Centre 
offers accommodation to 
6-80 people and offers 
an office space to the 
professional market.

From our meeting Tollymore 
Activity Centre are interested 
in appealing to the younger 
demographic as the 
professional market is not a 
viable source of income as it 

is government subsidized.

Tollymore Activity Centre 
promote their courses on 
their Facebook page, Twitter 
and include Youtube videos 
on their social branding  
platforms. The branding 
on their website has been 
done well with a fluid colour 
scheme and a rugged logo 
which gives the user a sense 
of adventure.

Tollymore Activity Centre 
don’t update their newsletter 
on their website as they feel 
that Facebook is their main 
platform as it has the biggest 
audience of 5858 likes and 
use Twitter as a professional 
demographic platform 
appealing to a corporate 
audience.

Meeting with 
client
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objective 
Develop a promotional video 
that captures what Tollymore 
activity centre do and the 
activities they provide. 
The promotional video will 
include an animated map of 
Tollymore Forest Park and 
its activity centre. The video 
will follow three specific 
activities, mountain biking, 
canoeing, and orienteering. 
The promotional video 
must capture participants 
engaging in skills and 
development associated 
with the activities.

audience
The video is aimed at 
secondary school pupils, 
between 14 to 21 (to 
include special educational 
needs), for mixed abilities 
emphasising that the 
‘outdoors are for everyone’. 
The target audience for this 
piece will be schools and 
youth groups, including 
those participating in the 
Duke of Edinburgh Award. 

Production
Initial Work on three 15 
second examples of 
different video styles will be 
presented at the first pitch 
in week 6 (week beginning 
30th October) This will allow 
the client to critique and 
choose their preferred video 
approach for feedback. After 
the pitch the following 6 
weeks will be spent filming, 
editing and if appropriate, 
adding animation, to the 
promotional video to be 
finalised by the 14th of 
December. 

aesthetic
The client’s preference is for 
the promotional video to be 
muddy, gritty and up close 
and personal. Based on the 
objectives and audiences 
above we will develop a 
shot list to include all 3 key 
activities. If appropriate and 
approved after the week 
6 pitch we will us a map 
of the Mourne Mountains 
which will include the use 
of location pins, matched 
to each activity enabling 
us to include a narrative 
to promote skills and 
development associated 
with the activities.

Final Promotional 
video
By the 14th of December 
we will have produced a 
promotional video which 
can be used to engage the 
target audience in the skills 
and development associated 
with the activities. The 
overall goal for the video is 
to encourage young people 
from all communities and 
skill levels to engage in 
outdoor activities and drive 
them to a healthier outdoor 
life style. 

Key terms
Adrenaline Adventure 
Mountain Biking Maps 
Dynamic All Abilities Smiles 
Secondary Education Youth 
Groups Outdoors Are For 
Everyone Fun Endurance 
Challenge Tough Learning 
Skills 

Key dates 
11/10/17
Tollymore Outdoor Activity 
Centre Brief 
Mountain Biking - 21/10/17 
to 22/10/17  
Pitch/ Test Screening - 
02/11/17    
Second Test Screening - 
30/11/17
Adjustments based on client 
feedback - 07/12/17
Promotional Video Delivered 
- 14/12/17

bRieF
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PRoduction Schedule

tIMe MAnAGeMent

task Aim Action Finish

scoping the 
Project

• Developing the brief with initial client 
consultation
• Implementing analysis through pro-
ject scoping (research) 

• Customer analysis
• Content analysis
• Technical analysis
• Analyse existing competitors and their 
promotional work (aesthetics & function)
• Develop production schedule and 
time-sheets

siGn oFF

5th October

Project Proposal
• Finalized brief
• Analysis of client needs
• Production schedule

• Develop content directions
• Research & rough drafts for different 
visual direction
• Collect archived footage from client

test screening 1
• Three short Videos (show the 
directions that the project can go)

• Three 10-15 second animations 
showing different approaches
• Client feedback on what style they 
want to develop further

Paper Prototype
• Video plan and story
• Storyboards
• Rough drafts for Motion Graphics

• Finalize story and project direction
• Storyboard Motion Graphic
• Storyboard Film

siGn oFF

12th October

siGn oFF

2nd November

siGn oFF

9th November

• Rough draft of three or more ideas 
using various aesthetics for pitch
• Develop x3 10-15 sec motion graphics 
for pitch

siGn oFF

19th October

siGn oFF

26th October

• Define project goal
• Assess limitations for project
• Full production schedule for each 
week
• Finalize brief and client needs

content review

develop Pitch

• Determine Content limitations
• Research & Rough Drafts

• Pitch Rough Drafts

rough cut •Rough Cut of video

• Rough cut of Video- Alaistair
Rough cut of Motion graphic- James/
Adam
• Loose narrative and film design to 
show general direction.

siGn oFF

12th November

Final Production • Begin final production
• Begin production on final video

siGn oFF

16th November

Final Production
• Finalize video work for post 
production editing

• Continue production on final video and 
any after effects additions

siGn oFF

23th november

test screening 2 • Client screening  showing motion 
graphic direction and progress

• Finalized motion graphic for client 
review and comments
• Notes on clients thoughts and changes 
wanted

siGn oFF

30th november

design 
adjustments

• Implementing changes based on 
client feedback
• Completion of final draft of 
production analysis

• Implement client feedback and finalize 
• production
• Complete production logs and 
individual inputs

siGn oFF

7th december

Final Presentation
siGn oFF

14th december•Deliver Final Production to Tollymore Activity Centre.
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Job AllocAtion

tIMe MAnAGeMent

AlAiStAiR AShe JAMeS bRennAn AdAM JAckSon

DIreCtor

CIneMAtoGrApher

photoGrAphy

Colour GrADInG

StoryboArDInG

eDItInG

IlluStrAtIon

CAMerA AnIMAtIon

MotIon teStS

teSt SCreenInGS

CoMMunICAtIon

CAMerAMAn

StoryboArDS

photoGrAphy

IlluStrAtIon

MotIon teStS

Spotter

ConCept DeSIGn

teSt SCreenInGS

CoMMunICAtIon

teSt SCreenInGS

AnIMAteD MAp

StoryboArDS

Drone operAtor

b-roll CAMerA

IlluStrAtIon

MotIon teStS

teSt SCreenInGS

CoMMunICAtIon
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JungleNI’s branding has 
been done well with a 
fluid colour scheme, 
rugged logo, and an 
animated scrolling banner 
image that displays 
differing advertisements 
dependant on the course. 

JungleNI offer video 
previews of what the 
public may experience 
while on a course as well 
as providing like & share 
competitions on their 
Facebook page/special 
offers.

JungleNI are active on 
their blog & social media, 
have good SEO on Google 
for searchability. They’ve 
integrated Instagram, 

Twitter & Tripadvisor on their 
main Facebook page using 
Woobox plugin, this factor 
will give the user more of a 
human connection towards 
their brand as they will be 
able to see the human 
side of JungleNI and which 
courses the public have 
enjoyed.

JungleNI share photos using 
hashtags and tag individuals 
so it’ll get viewed across 
Facebook and advertise their 
brand.

Jungle NI formed in July 2005 located in Magherafelt as Northern Ireland’s 
first paintball site. Jungle NI has since grown to exist as the leading 
outdoor activity provider in Northern Ireland offering an exciting escape 
from daily life.

coMPetitoR webSite AnAlySiS

JunGlenI
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Finn Lough’s website 
includes an interactive 
map developed by a 
third party company. 
This interactive map 
illustrates the activities/
accommodation that 
are available at the Finn 
Lough Centre this gives 
the user a brief overview 
of the resort using an 
image shot from a drone 
or an image inside the 
accommodation. 

If the user would like to 
know more information 
about an activity the 
icon will animate and 
bring them through to a 
different section of the 
interactive map/website 
the way in which this has 

been developed is to make 
the site more accessible & 
immersive across all devices 
and save on storage space 
and optimize the experience 
through compression.

Finn Lough’s  branding 
has consistency as they 
have stuck to a minimalist 
aesthetic using white for 
their logo, hand drawn 
hyper-links and a forest 
aesthetic to brand each 
page. Finn Lough have 
incorporated online branding 
by marketing their company 
across the social media 
platform Facebook. Finn 
Lough use images/videos 
to advertise their brand & 
tag/hashtag to market their 
business to the next level of 
searchability.

Finn Lough situated in Enniskillen , Co. Fermanagh is a visitor’s centre that 
provides accommodation to the public, as well as a few courses to the 
public as it a public resort.

coMPetitoR webSite AnAlySiS

FInn louGh



15WWW.FINNLOuGh.COM/
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Todd’s leap’s website 
includes an availability 
checker for the course you 
would like to attend and 
what dates are available, 
number of adults/kids 
attending as well as 
different packages that 
include accommodation/
other activities for the 
user to select. The 
branding on their website 
has been done quite 
well with a fluid colour 
scheme, rugged logo 
with action characters, 
icons for courses and an 
animated scrolling banner 
image that displays 
differing advertisements 
dependant on the course. 

If the user wants to know 

more information about 
a course they will have to 
follow through multiple 
pages as an immersive 
experience as each page 
only gives a brief amount of 
information, by designing 
the site in this way they 
can compress the size of 
each page and optimize the 
experience for the user to 
be quicker and more fluid 
across devices.
Todd’s leap have 
incorporated TripAdvisor 
reviews into their site to give 
the user some satisfaction 
that others before have had 
an enjoyable/comfortable 
experience, a staff blog 
which advertises local 
community events, a twitter/
feedback feed that helps 
grow their prominence on 
the web and a newsletter 
over email.

Todd’s leap situated in Dungannon, Co. Fermanagh is a visitor’s centre that 
provides courses to the public, and is one of the more popular attractions 
across the province. 

coMPetitoR webSite AnAlySiS

toDD’S leAp



17WWW.TODDSLEAP.COM/
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AniMAtion ReSeARch

reSeArCh

WAWA hOAGIEFEST - MY SuMMER. (2017)

promotional animation 
explored the first person 
perspective and it is 
definitely something we 
could of explored if we were 
to do an animation in the 
future.

This commissioned 
animated short shows a 
range of outdoor activities 
across multiple perspectives. 
This piece applies to an 
younger demographic 
around 13-25 years old who 
are interested in adventure 
and food.

I found this piece interesting 
as it was exploring the 
method of animation by a 
per frame basis mixed with 
3D including a vibrant/
endless colour scheme. 
It was interesting how this 
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AniMAtion ReSeARch

reSeArCh

ANIMAL. (2017)

If we were to do an 
animation in the future I 
feel that composition is an 
intrinsic part to build our 
narrative, it is also important 
to distinguish a aesthetic 
style and follow pursuit with 
it.

Animal - Mélanie Tourneur 
explores the life of a boy 
dressed as a wolf living in 
the forest. This piece applies 
to an younger demographic 
around 13-25 years old as 
it incorporates traditional 
animation methods and 
narrative.

This animation incorporates 
a hand drawn style of vector 
graphics as frame by frame 
animation bundled together 
with direct composition to 
focus on the characters to 
build narrative.
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AniMAtion ReSeARch

reSeArCh

GENERALITAT - FOREST FIRES. (2017)

simple vector movement 
between the characters.

The vector style and 
composition make this piece 
modern , minimalistic & 
timeless and it will not age. 
This is a style I would like 
to pursue if we were to do 
an animation as it would be 
easier to create compared to 
frame-by-frame animation

Generalitat - Forest Fires - 
Tim Ruffle, is an educational 
piece that explores the 
aspects of what creates fires 
in the forest and how we 
should be more careful with 
the actions we take against 
the environment.
This piece applies to an 
younger demographic 
around 18-30 years old who 
are interested in preserving 
the environment.

This educational piece 
utilises the Adobe After 
Effects Puppet tool to create 
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PRoMotionAl ReSeARch

hIGh AtlAS KAyAKInG

hIGh ATLAS KAYAKING. (2017)

they have also made it an 
immersive experience by 
using Go Pro’s with  a driven 
and fast paced story.

For our production piece I 
would like to utilise the fast 
pace of this video as well as 
the modes of technology 
they have used.

high Atlas Kayaking - WE 
ARE huNGRY details 
the perspective of a few 
friends going on a kayaking 
trip, travelling from one 
destination to the other with 
a sense of achievement.
This piece applies to an 
younger demographic 
around 18-30 years old who 
are interested in adventure 
and independence.

The mode of narrative that 
‘WE ARE huNGRY’ have 
outlined is interest while 
using hand-held cameras 
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PRoMotionAl ReSeARch

boreAle MountAIn bIKInG - proMo

BOREALE MOuNTAIN BIKING - PROMO. (2017)

For our promotional piece 
we need to consider lighting 
conditions, I have noticed 
that the best footage in this 
piece is shot at golden hour.

It would be good to get 
shots of the familiar faces 
of Tollymore be it from the 
orienteering staff or the 
participants as we can cut 
this throughout the video to 
break away from the pace as 
B-Roll.

Boreale Mountain Biking 
- Dan Barham, details an 
experience you will have 
whenever you visit Boreale. 
This piece applies to an 
younger demographic 
around 18-30 years old who 
are interested in adventure 
and adrenaline. 

Within this promotional 
piece it immerses you 
with fast paced action 
clips of mountain bikers & 
kayaks that cut to the beat, 
showcasing some of the 
familiar faces of the area.
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PRoMotionAl ReSeARch

AutuMn | blACK ForeSt nAtIonAl pArK

AuTuMN | BLACK FOREST NATIONAL PARK. (2017)

to pop colours and focus 
narrative. 

For our promotional video 
we need to consider how 
to frame and develop 
cinematic shots of the fog, 
trees and wildlife and how 
we can incorporate this into 
our final piece.

By taking inspiration from 
this piece we can develop 
our skill-set to push our 
camera knowledge and 
practice to a higher level. 
It would also be useful to 
equip ourselves with the 
knowledge of how to shot 
flat and grade flat footage 

AuTuMN | BLACK Forest 
National Park - Abenteuer 
Schwarzwald, is a cinematic 
piece that details nature at 
it’s finest forms. 

This piece applies to an 
younger demographic 
around 18-30 years old who 
are interested in nature and 
independence.

Throughout this piece it 
explores nature down to 
the tiniest aspects of bugs, 
wildlife to the weather; the 
journey we do not see.
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technology

reSourCeS

canon 600d/700d

We utilised the Canon 600D/700D as our 
main body of our film. For the majority of the 
shoot we used the 18-55mm lens F3.5/5.6 as 
we felt it served the best purpose for framing 
shots at a cinematic range of 35mm-50mm 
in combination with the telephoto 300mm 
lens and 50mm prime. We choose to use the 
neutral colour profile to allow for a deeper 
level of colour grading.

dji Phantom 3 standard

We utilised the DJI Phantom 3 Standard 
as a means to produce establishing shots 
of the surrounding area, we utilised the 
photographic segment of the body as well as 
the high frame rate for slow motion.

dji ronan m

We utilised the DJI Ronan M as a means to 
stabilise the footage over a harsh terrain, 
by balancing the 3 axis gimble we were 
able to get relatively stable footage. I took 
inspiration from the director Stephen King for 
framing the following shots.
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technology

reSourCeS

Go Pro hero 4 blacK

We utilised the Go Pro hero 4 as a mean to 
produce an immersive experience of what 
it’s like to be a ‘Mountain Biker’. We use a 
high frame rate on a linear lens as we felt 
it gave the Go pro a cinematic approach in 
conjunction with using the pro-tune colour 
profile to allow for a deeper level of colour 
grading

Panasonic ac90

We utilised the Panasonic AC90 as a backup 
high frame rate camera to record footage 
of the canoeing for wide and establishing 
shots. We white balanced the camera before 
shooting and used the canoeing shots as a 
slow-motion sequence in the film.

Deals.kinja.com. (2017). 

YouTube (2017).
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MountAin biking

proDuCtIon Shoot: 
DAy 1

Travelling from Portrush 
- Castlewellan (3 Hours) 
we arrived at the centre at 
9:15AM, we unpacked our 
equipment and setup the 
Ronan M and balanced 
the three axis gimble. We 
introduced ourselves to the 
team at Tollymore National 
Activity Centre and met the 
Belfast Med. Group team 
who were participating in the 
mountain biking.

The Belfast Med. Group 
began with basic training and 
went over some hills, rocks 
and ramps there was around 
12 participants in total in the 
age range of 17-22 which 
was applicable to our brief of 
a young demographic. 
While this was happening 
James & I were controlling 
the Ronan, I manned the 
gimble while Brennan 
controlled the remote. I 
noticed that the Ronan M 
would be utilised to it’s 
full extent with an external 
screen attached to the top 
handlebar. 
Adam filmed using his Canon 
600D, before filming we set 
job roles and shot lists to 
reference throughout the 
shoot. We choose to capture 
up-close, gritty-action 
and following shots; Adam 
captured wide shots of the 

group, this created footage 
of the instructors assisting 
the group throughout the 
training trail.

Towards the end of the 
mountain biking they started 
to go down narrower paths 
filled with muck, I nominated 
myself to follow forward 
while James & Adam created 
establishing shots around 
the centre. I struggled to 
keep up with the bikers but 
I was able to capture some 
footage of the mountain 
bikers getting to grips with 
the terrain.

Throughout our day at the 
Tollymore National Activity 
Centre we captured and 
curated a lot of footage 
between the three of us, 
we decided on the style of 
shots we would use and 
what we would utilise in the 
final production. Although 
throughout the day a lack 
of communication from 
our client limited us on 
capturing more footage of 
the participants but we were 
still able to stick to our shot 
list and rally on through the 
day.
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oRienteeRing

proDuCtIon Shoot: 
DAy 2

SportNI formed a corporate 
day for all of it’s members, 

we were informed that 
it would be an older 

demographic participating 
this didn’t fit our young 

demographic but it still tied 
in with it being accessible 
to everyone. We arrived at 
9:30AM and we setup our 

equipment, we were granted 
the use of a drone we 

nominated Adam to utilise 
it to it’s full potential and 

create establishing shots of 
the forest.

There was roughly 150 
participants there for the 

event and it was easy 
enough to follow them 

around the forest as we 
were granted a instructor 

to guide us around. Grace 
was incredibly helpful with 

showing us routes to go 
down, intercepting groups as 
well as important landmarks 

that allowed for the best 
creative vision.

After our lunch the 
participants split into four 

groups, we went down 
to film them gearing up, 

establishing conversations 
with instructors and close 

ups.

Once we arrived back we 
were told that the canoeing 

was cancelled due to harsh 
weather conditions, we 

were informed by Tracey 
Smyth that she would give 

us the email of Patrick from 
Downey Birch who captured 

Go Pro footage of the 
canoeing earlier in the year 

that we could incorporate 
into our final production.
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cAnoeing

proDuCtIon Shoot: 
DAy 3

Myself and James attending 
the canoeing shoot on the 
19/11/17, Adam was unable 
to make it due to restrictions 
on travel. We decided on a 
shot list, the time we would 
spend at the shoot and what 
targets we would need to hit.

When we arrived in Tolly-
more Mike gave us a brief 
description of the location 
(Murlough Bay) and the 
event that was to happen, 
we decided to travel with 
the canoeing crew and got 
some establishing shots of 
them unloading the canoes, 
gearing up and setting them 
into the water. We positioned 
ourselves at different loca-
tions throughout the event 
to get a different perspective 
of the participants. James 
captured wide shots using 
the Panasonic AC90 and I 
used my Canon 700D with 
a telephoto lens to capture 
the participants from a far 
distance.

There was five instructors 
and four participants which 
tied into our brief of a young-
er demographic, they always 
kept us in the loop of what 
was happening and what 
location they would row to 
next. On this day I felt that 
the quality of my stills and 

footage improved greatly 
and was able to utilise my 
production techniques to 
their full potential.
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Shot liSt

proJeCt MAnAGeMent

tollyMore ACtIvIty Centre Shot lISt/nArrAtIve StruCture

introduction
    • Drone footage over mountains – Logo White animated.
    • Sculpture footage panning 360 zoom into portion of the map of birds eye map drone.
    • Drone bird’s eye view over forest - Animated pins fade into the map.
     Zoom in on pin which shows the animated brush stroked mountain biking logo.

mountain biKinG
    • Fade into scene of participants getting ready.
    • Scene of being taught by instructors
    • Cycling about
    • Falling off bikes and messing about
    • Action scenes
     Zoom out back onto the map, move the trail onto orienteering (animated flag)

orienteerinG
    • Getting ready
    • Being taught/instructed
    • Running about wide shots
    • Engagement with instructors
    • Struggling to keep up and handling the terrain
    • Picking up flags and running towards a timed goal
      Zoom out of orienteering move the trail onto canoeing (Animated canoe)

canoeinG
    • Gearing up
    • Being taught in the indoor pool.
    • Falling off and fooling about.
    • Engagement with instructors.
    • Go Pro of Slow motion movement.
    • Panning steadycam shots.
    • Carrying canoes away.
     Zoom out onto video of people smiling at the different activates.

Finale
    • Flash 5 people very fast with messages like (friendship, leadership, engagement, dynamic, adventure)
    • Zoom out onto grid of estimated 15-20 people smiling
    • Large banner masked animated writing accessible to everyone. (fade in/fade out).
    • Tollymore logo animated fade in, then fade to black.
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StoRyboARdS

proJeCt MAnAGeMent

A storyboard template 
allowed us to follow 
our footage and curate 
what would suit our final 
production.

By referring to the 
storyboard’s throughout the 
post-production process I 
was able to streamline the 
editing process.
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           File name:MVI_1382 
Participant receiving helmet, shin guards and gloves and talking to instructor.    
               

           File name:MVI_1389 
Pan shot of everybody getting ready, talking, and receiving gear.      
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           File name:MVI_1388 
Participant putting on their helmet and smiling at the camera.      
               
               

           File name:MVI_1387 
Participant putting on their shin guards and standing up to walk.      
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           File name:MVI_1383 
Instructor informing the participants and what task they will be doing and how to manoeuvre 
around the course.             
               

           File name:MVI_3405 
Close up of bike wheel going down hill.          
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           File name:MVI_3408 
Participant going down a ramp.           
               
               

           File name:MVI_3414 
Wide behind shot of participant cycling around bend.       
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           File name:MVI_3432 
Participant going down a hill over a rock.         
               
               

           File name:MVI_3418 
Participant swinging bike around bend.          
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           File name:MVI_3445 
Long follow shot of participant on bike cycling down a hill getting used to the debris and 
rocks.               

           File name:MVI_3440 
Following Participants from behind leading into the forest       
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           File name:MVI_3444 
Participants pushing bikes up the hill and trotting through water.      
               

           File name:MVI_3436 
participants struggling with the terrain and getting to grips with endurance.    
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                  File name:GOPRO0246 
Alternative perspective from the Go Pro trotting through the water.     
               
               

           File name:MVI_3453 
Participant jumping over a rock.           
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           File name:MVI_3482 
Talking to the instructor about what objectives they will need to hit.     
               
               

           File name:MVI_3494 
browsing the map highlighting points of interest.        
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           File name:MVI_3484 
Participants walking through forest searching for points       
               
               

           File name:MVI_3485 
Participant running towards point.          
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           File name:MVI_1346 
Participant hitting point from an alternate perspective       
               
               

           File name:MVI_1368 
Instructor highlighting next point that the participants need to hit.      
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           File name:MVI_3492 
Participants walking through forest searching for point.       
               
               

           File name:MVI_3493 
Participant running towards point.          
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           File name:MVI_1350 
Participant hitting point from an alternate perspective.       
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           File name:MVI_3635 
Leading shot of shrubbery, focus is drawn to kayak.        
               
               

           File name:MVI_3525 
Participants getting kayak off trailer and transferring to land.      
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           File name:MVI_3529 
Participants getting ready/going into kayaks.         
               
               

           File name:MVI_3533 
Participants getting into the water and paddling away from land.      
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           File name:MVI_3656 
Participants getting to grips with the water/kayaks being taught by instructor.    
               
               

           File name:MVI_3542 
Participant smiling at the camera for B-Roll.         
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           File name:00024  
Participants rowing on the water across frame.        
               
               

           File name:MVI_3658 
Participant smiling at the camera for B-Roll.         
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           File name:MVI_  
Participant on water smiling at the camera trying to handle the waves.     
               
               

           File name:GP022586 
Participant from the Go Pro perspective paddling against the waves.     
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           File name:MVI_3602 
Participant getting stronger against the waves and making her way across.    
               
               

           File name:00038  
Participant getting stronger against the waves trying to control balance.     
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           File name:00039  
Participant getting to grips with his balance and making his way across the river.   
               
               

           File name:GP022586 
Participant from the Go Pro perspective paddling against the waves.     
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           File name:MVI_  
               
               
               

           File name:MVI_  
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poSt proDuCtIon
editinG, motion tests, communication
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Song choice

poSt - proDuCtIon

Throughout our production 
we searched for royalty free 
music that would help fit the 
tone of our final production. 
We struggled to find some 
royalty free music that wasn’t 
too generic or repetitive and 
settled on two tracks:

• Noisestorm - Surge (Drum 
& Bass Mix) - Monstercat

• high Energy - Tunesurfers.

We produced two edits 
that tailored to the clients 
needs, each piece was 
contemporary, fast paced 
and appealed to a younger 
demographic.

The client choose to go 
forward with the rock edit 
as they felt it tailored more 
to their needs and preferred 
that we moved forward with 
that production piece.

(SoundCloud, 2017)
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(Energy, 2017)
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colouR gRAding Video

poSt - proDuCtIon

By utilising the lumetri 
colour editor included in 
Premiere CC 2017, I was able 
to manipulate the shadows, 
midtones, highlights 
and RGB colour values, 
temperature.

By utilising this tool I was 
able to match similar shots 
together and adjust the 
exposure of shots that were 
captured under-exposed.
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colouR gRAding PhotogRAPhy

poSt - proDuCtIon

By using Lightroom CC 
2017 in combination with 
the Raw images I was able 
to utilize the tools available 
to manipulate adjusting 
the shadows, mid-tones, 
highlights, RGB curve, 
contrast etc.

I initially experimented 
with colour presets 
created by Phil Chester & 
Peter McKinnon both well 
established creative leader’s 
in the industry. 
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StAbliSing FootAge

poSt - proDuCtIon

We noticed that some 
footage in the final render 
was shaky and hard to focus 
on the key details.
 
I drove the video through 
Premiere pro’s warp 
stabiliser effect and adjusted 
the variables to balance 
the ration of warp, crop and 
balance.
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denoiSe FootAge

poSt - proDuCtIon

Some pieces of footage were 
underexposed, after grading 
we noticed that some of the 
footage rendered out to be 
noisy and hard to focus on 
the details.

I drove the footage through 
After Effect CC 2017 and en-
abled the de-noise effect, by 
adjusting the variables I was 
able to balance the detail to 
noise ratio.
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Motion teStS

poSt - proDuCtIon

By rendering the logo 
through Photoshop and 
saving the layers as a PSD, 
I was able to place the 
Tollymore logo into After 
Effects as each individual 
composition layer. 

I was able to animate each 
individual section and curate 
what aesthetic it would 
follow dependant on the 
background layer of footage.
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Towards our pitch I 
experimented with the 
Raleway font in regards to 
the on screen titles and 
animated each letter to fade 
in.

By creating the bicycle 
wheel this displayed how we 
could represent each portion 
of the on screen text in the 
production.

Motion teStS

poSt - proDuCtIon
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After the pitch we decided 
to follow pursuit with the 
Atmosphere font, between 
James, Adam & I we split up 
the workload as their was a 
lot of text to animate. 

We utilised the pen tool/
mask and the stroke effect 
to create to end points to 
animate the text to flow from 
left to right.

Motion teStS

poSt - proDuCtIon
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Motion teStS

poSt - proDuCtIon

By using the 3D camera, null 
& 3D layers  I was able to 
animate sequences for the 
video to flow between.

This process was time con-
suming as the tools felt 
unintuitive but I pursued on 
and included this feature in 
my pitch video.
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Motion teStS

poSt - proDuCtIon

By utilising nests I was able 
to concentrate the footage 
from across James, Adam & 
I into sizeable chunks to edit, 
trim and dive deeper into the 
editing process whenever I 
needed to.

I have utilised the markers to 
draw reference to the beats 
of each song I choose, this 
aspect made the editing 
process more efficient.
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chAtting with  teAM MeMbeRS

ForMAl CoMMunICAtIon - bASeCAMp

docs & Files - Docs and 
files allowed us to upload 
project files, research and 
images so all the members 
could access them from any 
device.

to-dos - The To-do feature 
allowed us to create to 
do - lists and set deadlines 
for tasks within the project.  
This aspect was useful to 
our team as it allowed one 
person to complete a task 
and push the files onto a 
member that needed it.

schedule - The schedule 
tool allowed us to schedule 
the dates we agreed 
we would film and send 
reminders to our phones.

Basecamp was essential 
in achieving this project, it 
allowed us to complete the 
project and post updates 
using the various tools. We 
found the message board to 
be too slow to get responses 
and our devices did not 
receive updates.

messaGe board – 
Message Board allowed us 
to communicate in a relaxed 
manner about our project. 
We posted about progress 
updates and developments 
with the client.
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chAtting with  teAM MeMbeRS

InForMAl CoMMunICAtIon - WhAtSApp
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client eMAilS

ForMAl CoMMunICAtIon - eMAIl

ArChIve FootAGe
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pItCh
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ClIent FeeDbACK
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ReSouRcing equiPMent

CoMMunICAtIon

booKInG equIpMent
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booKInG equIpMent
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requeStInG SpeCIAlISeD equIpMent
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RiSk ASSeSSMent

InSurAnCe
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DelIverAbleS
Final Production, exPeriments, timesheets, archive
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DelIverAbleS
Final Production, exPeriments, timesheets, archive
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exPeRiMentAl logoS

DelIverAbleS

exPerimental loGo 1: Grit - tolly-
more.

I choose to use the Atmosphere font as it 
would tie into our final production, I used the 
Tollymore color scheme from their website 
and applied a gradient to add depth to the 
vector tree.

I added the map posterized in the back-
ground layer of the centre circle to empha-
size a sense of adventure and add identity to 
the logo.

exPerimental loGo 2: modernist - 
tollymore.

I choose to use the Futura font to give the 
logo a modern sharp approach, I used the 
color scheme from Tollymore’s website as 
well as included a range of activities within 
the logo sourced from flaticon.com.

Flaticon. (2017)
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hoodie 1: Grit - 
tollymore

I experimented with placing 
the logo on a hoodie, I felt 
that this piece of clothing 
would suit their staff 
members or the general 
consumer base who visit 
Tollymore for events or 
partake. This is my preferred 
approach.

hoodie 2: modernist - 
tollymore.

I experimented with placing 
the second logo on a hoodie, 
I felt that this item of clothing 
did not suit as the grey 
contrasted and faded into 
the blue making the logo 
seem dull and out of place.
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helmet 1: Grit - 
tollymore

I experimented with placing 
the logo on a helmet this 
design is fit for use for any 
participant who may be 
partaking in kayaking or 
mountain biking, this is my 
preferred design as the 
green is vibrant against the 
black and the font will look 
well with the grit of scratches 
and dirt against it.

helmet 2: modernist - 
tollymore

After placing the second 
logo on the helmet I felt 
it did not fit as the black 
contrasted the black and 
made the logo fade and look 
dull against it. 

I changed the font to white 
to make it stand out against 
the black, but I still preferred 
the grit design.
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muG 1: Grit - tollymore

After placing the first logo 
on the mugs I felt that it 
was a perfect fit. It looks 
professional and stands to 
promote their brand easily 
across their consumer base.

This item could be used in 
the Tollymore Activity Centre 
Office and could be used 
to promote the brand at 
marketing events.

muG 2: modernist - 
tollymore

The modernist logo was 
a good fit against the 
white mug as it stood out 
and wasn’t dulled by the 
background color. I felt that 
against these two tones the 
grit logo was definitely the 
winner.
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Promotional advert 1: 
Grit - tollymore

I have placed a poster on the 
side of a bus stop to promote 
the Tollymore Activity 
Centre activities to a general 
younger consumer base who 
take public transportation.

The first logo fits with the 
poster; it uses the same font, 
ties into the grit of the brush 
stroke, this is my preferred 
approach.

Promotional advert 2: 
modernist - tollymore

After placing the second 
logo on this poster I could 
see that it was not the right 
approach as it was too faded 
into the background and did 
not stand out like the grit 
logo. Although it does help 
display a message of what 
activities are available at 
Tollymore Activity Centre.
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collected StillS

DelIverAbleS
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FinAl PRoduction

ColleCteD ArChIve
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FinAl PRoduction

DelIverAbleS
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TIMESHEET
University of Ulster

Name Group Member: Alaistair Ashe

Month/Year: Sep/Oct/Nov/Dec
Project Title: Tollymore Forest Park

Day Date Project
(Design & Build)

Hours Other Activities
(Meetings & 
Research)

Hours Total
Hours

Week 1

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday 28/09/17
Scheduled class/Introduction to 
Module 4

Choosing the 
Client 1 5

Friday
Week 2
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday 05/10/17 Scheduled class 4 Scoping the project 4
Friday
Week 3
Monday Animation Research 4 4
Tuesday 10/10/17 Client Research/competitors 4 4
Wednesday 11/10/17 Discussing the brief 2 Client Meeting 2 2

Thursday Scheduled Class 4
Promotional Re-
search 2 6

Friday
Week 4
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday 19/10/17 Scheduled Class 4
Competitor re-
search 4 4

Friday 20/10/17 Layout & Design 4 4 4
Week 5
Monday

Tuesday 24/10/17
Filming Mountain Biking at 
Tollymore 8 8

Wednesday 25/10/17

Scrubbing archive, Editing, 
Grading & animating footage for 
pitch video. 10 10

Thursday 26/10/17 Presenting live video to client 4
Building on feed-
back 2 6

Friday
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Week 6

Monday

Tuesday
Designing experimental logos/
posters 5 5

Wednesday Creating logo mockups 4 4

Thursday 02/11/17
Creating Storyboards or Previous 
Shoot & Shot list for next shoot 5 5

Friday
Week 7

Monday Planning shot list for shoot 2 2
Tuesday

Wednesday 08/11/17 Filming Orienteering at Tollymore 6 6

Thursday 09/11/17

Scheduled Class, Gathering 
Archive, Scrubbing footage & 
Storyboarding for live edit 12 12

Friday
Week 8
Monday

Tuesday 14/11/17
Selecting Royalty Free Youth 
Music, Editing & Motion Tests 6 6

Wednesday 15/11/17 Colour Grading, Editing & Export 10 10
Thursday Scheduled Class 4 4
Friday

Sunday 19/11/17
Capturing Canoeing footage and 
organising archive 5 5

Week 9

Monday
Adjusting Youth Edit, Selecting 
Royalty Free Rock Music 10 10

Tuesday Adding Adjusted animations 4 4
Wednesday
Thursday 23/11/17 Scheduled Class, 4 4

Friday 24/11/17
Producing Rock Edit, Final Col-
our grade. 8 8

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Final cut adjustments after client 
feedback 8 8

Thursday Class 4 4
Friday

Total Hours 154

Signature Group Member: Alaistair Ashe
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eVAluAtion

FeeDbACK

Designing and creating 
a short film for Tollymore 
Activity Centre has been 
a valuable experience for 
myself but also my team as 
we got to experience the 
process of working for a live 
client and the persistence 
towards our craft that goes 
behind it.

Whenever we established 
our brief, we were able to 
allocate sub-deadlines to 
work towards, especially if 
the task was time sensitive 
as we needed to shoot 
photographs/videos at 
the scheduled events. 
Working with the production 
schedule was intrinsic to 
co-ordinating our team 
as certain tasks relied on 
meeting a deadline, such 
as, Adam having the Motion 
Graphics completed for me 
to include them in the final 
cut.

The brief we presented 
allowed us to express how 
multi-layered the nature 
of how interactive media 
is as to how we specialise 
in certain roles, I was in 
charge of production 
which included, producing 
graphics, kinetic typography, 
colour grading, photographs 
& editing the final film using 
the Adobe Creative Suite.

Albeit across the shoot 
we did dabble into each-
others roles, I took charge 
of photography on the final 
shoot of canoeing as Adam 
was not available, and I 
assisted in the production 
of the kinetic typography 
as the workload was 
heavy on James. James 
also experienced being 
a cameraman at the final 
shoot and got some amazing 
slow motion footage of the 
participants.

We met with the client a 
total of two times in a formal 
setting at the Tollymore 
Activity Centre & SportsNI 
facility. From the first 
meeting they told us their 
vision of how they would 
like to appeal to a younger 
audience as their current 
promotional content was 
too corporate and did not 
appeal to the audience they 
wanted to target. From the 
second meeting we showed 
Tollymore our pitch video’s 
and what aesthetic style 
they would like to follow, 
they preferred a grittier style 
compared to a modern 
approach and we were 
happy to align our vision with 
theirs.
From this meeting we 
produced two cuts, one 
with a contemporary drum 

& bass track & one with a 
rock upbeat track. This was 
to elevate which one they 
felt provided the best way to 
appeal to their demographic.

We also met the client 
three times informally at the 
events we filmed, as well as 
constant contact through 
email. This ensured we were 
making design choices 
directly in line with client 
requirements.

At the first event we filmed 
we had a lot of problems 
with participants not 
knowing they were going 
to be filmed and following 
the instructors around 
the track but getting lost. 
From this experience we 
requested that a instructor 
guide us around the forest 
park to allow us to spend 
our time wisely and produce 
a film that the client would 
be proud to showcase. At 
the next two events our 
presence was secure and 
we were guided around and 
shown the best locations 
for filming. It was a pleasure 
knowing that our client 
did care about the project 
we were undertaking, this 
aspect allowed us to capture 
better footage and spend 
more time building an 
archive.
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Throughout our production 
we did have disagreements 
on what style of music we 
would use or which font we 
should follow. 

We decided that we would 
follow a voting system and 
line up two entities to vote 
on. This made the design 
process a lot more inclusive 
to the group and made 
sure that nobody felt left 
out of the project, creating 
a stable work environment 
that produced a better end 
product for the client to 
showcase.

Overall I felt that the 
project went well, I 
enjoyed capturing videos, 
photographs and grading 
the footage. We met the 
clients needs and created 
a solid working group that 
specialised in certain areas 
of production and aligned 
them all together for a high 
standard end product.

Through producing this 
video for our client we were 
able to see through the eyes 
of somebody else, compared 
to working for yourself you 
have your own preferences, 
where as whenever you’re 
working for a client you need 
to meet their needs and 
communicate your design 
decisions.
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